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own way. Meanwhile, taking about language cannot be separated from its 

fundamental function as a means of communication by people in society. 

Language is used to establish, keep, and maintain the communication among 

people.  Furthermore, it becomes a weapon to express people’s feeling and 

thought. It means that language is as a means to express something implied in 

our mind. In addition, language that we use every day is always different one 

to another. It has many different forms, and everyone can choose the form that 

will be used. Language is the human’s treasure which has close relationship to 

all of the action of human being. Consequently, language is something 

dynamic. (Elaine Chaika, 12)  

One of them is using swear words. People using swear words to express 

their emotion mostly. In addition, swear word that a word used by a group or 

club in their communication. Besides that swear word uses to express the 

feeling which is angry, sad, and bad mood. Swearing now encompasses so 

many disparate forms that some broad distinctions need to be made at the 

outset. Someone swears to (does something), someone swears to (somebody 

or something) and sometimes people swear a simple out of control to show 

their emotion or anger. 

  Since swear words become more familiar nowadays, people often used 

the swear words in communication, although Swear word itself is a bad or 

impolite word and it is not allowed to be conversation or talk in everyday, but 

there are many people who use them as a part of their lifestyle. 
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One of the researchers who did the same research swears words same with 

Scott Silver tells in his movie “8 mile movie”. 8 mile movie tells about a 

young man, his name is Jimmy. He is a rapper with white skin and his friends 

are rappers from black skin. In this movie, swear words appear to be used 

without fear or favor and seems to be part of a code that would help them to 

build a harmony among their group or community. Not only in “8 miles” 

movie but also the writer was conducted by someone who analyzed the swear 

words in magazine that entitled “an analysis of swear word in Radar Bromo, 

Jawa pos”. In addition, the research was conducted by Imraatun Hasanah who 

analyzed “a sociolinguistic on swears words spoken by the characters in “8 

miles”, and the last the research was conducted by Nur Aini who analyzed the 

sexist swear word used by the character in Shottas movie. It can be seen of 

swear words in many media social such as: film, television, lyric, or in some 

books, songs, especially in movie. People uses swear words for many reasons. 

Moreover, swear words are not only used in negative meaning but also it has 

different purposes.  

In language usage development, language which is used by men or women 

is different. It also occurred in daily communication by using swear words 

when the speakers look their daggers and emotions. Words here are used to 

reflect speaker’s attitude, belief, and point of view about something. In other 

words, speakers identify themselves and others through their use of language. 

Based on this reality, the researcher finally thinks that it is necessary to 
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conduct a research about swear words to get knowledge of what the swear 

words are spoken. 

The researcher is interested in analyzing the categories of swear words. 

The researcher thinks that she needs to do a research about swear word since 

the facts that swear words often happen in daily conversation. The researcher 

then feels so interest to investigate the swear words that express in a movie 

rather than the other object such a short story, novel, or drama since movie can 

be watched for many time. Not only that, though movie, the researcher is also 

able to look directly at the expressions show by the speakers of the swear 

word. These all make the researcher becomes easy to research about swear 

word. First, the categories of swear words are mother in law term is for 

describing a woman who has affair with many partners, copulative term, 

certain game animal term is connected with religious belief, sex term refers to 

the sexual activities, excretion term is related to human excretion, bodily 

functions term is related to something religious or god, and the left hand term 

refer to the symbol of sexual (It cited the combination between Wardhaugh 

and Rothwell, 10).  

The category is based on the meaning of swear words itself. Second, the 

researcher also interest to analyze about the purpose of using swear words 

itself. The researcher uses the characters in “THE GREY” movies as the 

media for research. In this movie, there are many swear words uttered or 

produced by the characters. The character has different ways to used the swear 

words.  
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The researcher chooses this movies because in the movie she finds out that 

swear words are used almost in their talk. The characters used swear words 

with the partner in their conversation. These conditions are quite strange 

because as a good people we must be polite with other people. The researcher 

uses swear words to research to use depending upon the company we’re in, 

and what our relationship is to that company, as well as the social setting. 

Furthermore, the researcher research this swear words for some reasons. First, 

helps enhance group solidarity and serves as a mechanism for stress relief. 

Second, self-expression, and the last is Swearing is a natural part of human 

speech development. We learn which words is taboo and which words are not 

through our normal childhood development. The swear words are focus on the 

conversation each characters in the movie “The Grey”. 

 This movie tells about killing wolves that threaten an oil drilling team. On 

his last day on the job, Ottway writes to his wife, Ana (Anne Openshaw), a 

letter explaining his plans to commit suicide. However, he doesn't follow 

through.  

The next day, the plane carrying the team, including Ottway, crashes in a 

blizzard. Ottway sees a vision of his wife urging him not to feel afraid, and 

awakens to find one of the team, Lewenden (James Badge Dale), mortally 

wounded. Ottway calms him, and Lewenden dies. Taking charge, Ottway sets 

the survivors the task of building a fire. While doing this, he discovers a 

corpse, and is attacked by the grey wolf feeding on it. After saving Ottway, the 

group surmises that they are in the wolves' territory. They decide to take turns 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Badge_Dale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grey_wolf
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keeping watch for the predators. The characters are Liam Neeson, Frank 

Grillo, Dermot Mulroney, Dallas Roberts, Joe Anderson, Nonso Anozie, and 

James Badge Dale. 

So the researcher is interested to analyze this movie by used 

sociolinguistic of swear words theory that utterances in the conversation of the 

characters.  That is why the movie has the qualification to be used as source of 

data in this research. And from the social phenomenon the researcher thinks 

that she needs do a researcher about swear word since the facts that swear 

words often happen in daily conversation. The researcher then feels so 

interesting to investigate the swear words that expressed in a movie. “The 

grey” movie is chosen by the consideration that in this movie have many 

swear words spoken by the characters in daily conversation, especially the 

swear words that show friendliness among the characters. The researcher uses 

seven characters of the all characters in the movie because the seven people 

are survived the crash. 

Based on the background about the research want to formulate the 

statement of the problems below: To know the categories of swear words, to 

know the most frequently, and to know the purposes of the swear words. 
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1.2 Statement of problems 

  Based on the background of the research above, the researcher provides 

some research question as follows: 

1. What kinds of swear words are classified in the movie entitled “THE 

GREY”? 

2. What the purposes are in using swear words used by the character in the 

movies entitled “THE GREY”? 

1.3 Purpose of the study 

The research question presented above help the researcher 

1. To find out the classification of swear word in this movie. 

2. To find out the category that use mostly by the characters in this movie. 

3. To find out the purpose in the movie entitled “THE GREY”. 

1.4 Significance of the study 

The study of swear words in this thesis give some significance to the 

readers in some ways. First, the readers learn about classification of swear 

words category or classification in this thesis. Second the readers learn about 

the principle purpose in using swear words and there are many kinds of 

purpose when somebody is uttering swear words. In addition, the researcher 

hope that is encourages the reader to have deeper study about swear words. 

 

 

1.5 Scope and Limitation 
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 The scope of this research is sociolinguistics. In order to avoid a broad 

discussion, it is necessary for the researcher to limit the discussion because 

there were many elements in this research that can be analyzed. The researcher 

limits her studied only on swear words. She focused her research on types of 

swear word and the purpose of using swear word which were show in “The 

grey” Movie.  
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1.6 Definition of Key Term 

1. Swear words 

Is a part of taboo word. It means that not all taboo words used for swear. 

In addition swear words are strong affective connotations that it cannot be 

used in polite situation, and not all swear words have negative meaning (J. 

Dan Rothwell, 17). 

2. The Grey 

A 2011 American thriller co-written, produced and directed by Joe 

Carnahan and starring Liam Neeson, Frank Grillo and Dermot Mulroney. 

It is based on the short story "Ghost Walker" by Ian MacKenzie Jeffers, 

who also co-wrote the screenplay with Carnahan. 

The story follows a number of oil-men stranded in Alaska after a plane 

crash, who are forced to survive using little more than their wits, as a pack 

of grey wolves stalk them amidst mercilessly cold weather. The film 

received positive reviews and did well at the box office, grossing 

$77.3 million.  

3. Sociolinguistic  

Is the descriptive study of the effect of any and all aspects of society, 

including cultural norms, expectations, and context, on the way language 

is used, and the effects of language use on society. Sociolinguistics differs 

from sociology of language in that the focus of sociolinguistics is the 

effect of the society on the language, while the sociology of language 

focuses on language's effect on the society. Sociolinguistics overlaps to a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thriller_%28genre%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Carnahan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Carnahan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liam_Neeson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Grillo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dermot_Mulroney
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landman_%28oil_worker%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alaska
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aviation_accidents_and_incidents
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aviation_accidents_and_incidents
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grey_wolf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norm_%28sociology%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sociology_of_language
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considerable degree with pragmatics. It is historically closely related to 

linguistic anthropology and the distinction between the two fields has even 

been questioned recently. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sociolinguistics) 

4. Utterances  

Is to complete communicative units, which may consist of single words, 

phrases, clauses and clause combinations spoken in context, in contrast to 

the term 'sentence,' which we reserve for units consisting of at least one 

main clause and any accompanying subordinate clauses, and marked by 

punctuation (capital letters and full stops) in writing. (Ronald Carter and 

Michael McCarthy, Cambridge Grammar of English. Cambridge Univ. 

Press, 2006) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pragmatics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistic_anthropology
http://grammar.about.com/od/c/g/communicaterm.htm
http://grammar.about.com/od/tz/g/wordterm.htm
http://grammar.about.com/od/pq/g/phrase.htm
http://grammar.about.com/od/c/g/clauseterm.htm
http://grammar.about.com/od/pq/g/participterm.htm
http://grammar.about.com/od/rs/g/subclterm.htm
http://grammar.about.com/od/pq/g/punctuationterm.htm

